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“There are poetic reversals like this in life, is my point. There are pauses
between knowing and understanding. Pauses in which we wait for
delayed news about ourselves to spark along the sagging wires.”
—Amity Gaige, Schroder

Amity Gaige’s novel features a character, Schroder, who is interested in the various words that demarcate gaps between ongoing
links of thought. Periods, for example, mark the end of a sentence
where a reader digests what has been said and prepares for a new sentence. In particular instances of speech, one can notice a longer gap
between sentences. Here, in this longer gap, we may describe our
recognition of a pause. Pauses reveal a certain slowness in the digestive process of thought. Pauses are not gaps marked by periods but
by temporal delays in the mind’s assimilation of thought. Pauses,
though they are empty spaces, may in fact be meaningful in and of
themselves. Pauses introduce the idea that something additional is
going on between two linked sentences. Something more is present
to a thinking mind than the verbal representation of the sentences
might suggest. In addition to pauses, there are gaps still longer and
more potent. A long pause becomes at some point registered as a
“silence.” When we notice silence, it often speaks volumes. Silence
can be “telling,” but it can also be invisible.
This book is an attempt to make visible what is often invisible in
those “pauses in which we wait for delayed news about ourselves to
spark along the sagging wires” (Gaige, 125). Between “knowing and
understanding” are complex and usually invisible processes of mind
that allow “knowing” to become marked as “understanding.” This
book is about something I have termed “the emotional assimilation
of thought,” and its opposite “the desire not to know.” I am not
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happy with the terms I have chosen, but I am seeking a language to
slow down and observe what may not be seen.
Some sentences and their busy ideas connect quickly and easily.
It can be a joy to read lively prose, with its rich implication of more
enjoyment to come. Some words, however, make us pause. They
require “emotional work.” Some sentences stop us in our tracks. The
emotional work of these thoughts may seem unbearable. This book
is an attempt to honor and give respect to these last two categories.
The pause between knowing and understanding may be small,
almost imperceptible in recognition. And yet often everything
depends on this link—a link that may well fail rather than succeed. Michelle Masse has recently argued that teachers must learn to
work “within the suspended liminal time of knowing/not knowing”
(Masse, 2011) This book offers approximately 200 pages of commentary that seeks to understand and more carefully attend to this
suspended liminal time, a time of pauses, silences, and reverie.
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